
Class Suggestins and Survey Vitng 

 Bittim linne�  Sugges.�  VOTE.�
 People who like to kniw every de.ainl, this doc is for YOU!  Enjoy your 

reading.  I don’t think I’ve ever typed a longer email.  I channeled my inner 
verbose just for you!

 Those who skim (uhem, that may be yours truly on occasion) I’ve 
hinghlingh.ed some pertnent facts.

Hiw Class Suggestins and Survey Vitng wirks fir YOU! 

In an efort for all of you to understand how PATH truly works, I’d like to explain 
the class suggestonnsurvey votng process. It is the foundaton of how we put 
together a schedule that has what you most want andnor need.  

Class suggestons:  Your creatvity and passion are vital to PATH.  We wan. yiur 
suggestins fir awesime classes BOTH�

 1�  Tha. yiu wan. .i .each and 

2�  Tha. yiu’d linke .i see in .he survey bu. ni. .i .each�  We MUCH PREFER your
thoughts and ideas over our random guesses as to what you might like. 

The reasin we linmin. suggestins  :    The short answer�  .i ni. wa.er diwn resul.s� 
The longer reason is that we want you to really think about what is important to 
you and your family. We also want you to consider your teaching commitment 
carefully and prayerfully.   

The rule is “a class suggested goes on the survey”.  The only exceptons to this are 
when two classes suggested are similar enough that we can further narrow the 
choices by combining said classes.  

Keep scrolling…



SURVEYS:  

The surveys are compiled with all your creatve suggestons and sometmes a few 
of our own just to balance the scope, but only if needed. (we don’t want all 
dodgeball and no math.  (Or vice versa)

VOTE! VOTE! VOTE.!

This is where EVERY VOTE COUNTS.  We .ake yiu a. yiur wird, ir vi.e as in. 
were. If you don’t vote for it, we don’t know you want it.  That includes core 
classes like Biology as well as standard favorites like Dodgeball.  Ni.hinng ins 
arbin.rarinly ir au.imatcally added .i .he schedule.  It’s all based on VOTES!

Beyond just countng votes, the GLC’s actually keep track of WHO voted for WHAT
so that when we make the schedule we can atempt to place classes where the 
most number of students can take them.  This is all fun and useful untl we’re 
cross-eyed and can’t remember who our own kids are.  But mostly it works out 
great! 

Here are some TIPS:

1.  Descriptons are to be SPE.CIFIC!!  Including classes you don’t want to 
teach.

2. Cimmuninca.e with us.  Sometmes your thought process helps us make 
tough decisions.  We may be really struggling over how to get your litle 
Trevor into a Chemistry class when you’re thinking he could just take Bio 
instead.  This is helpful info!  

3. If you really don’t care what’s on the schedule, you’re just glad to be out of 
the house and somewhat socialize with other moms…that’s ok too!  There 
will come a day when you’ll care, or have to care. Don’t rush it!  But stll 
vote.

4. VOTE.!  In case you missed that the frst bazillion tmes.  


